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ROBERTO ARROYO
General Manager of Bio-Pappel

Roberto Arroyo, General Manager of Bio-Pappel, SA de CV, the largest cardboard packaging producer corporation in Mexico.

Located in PIMSA III, Bio-Pappel operates on a 363,000 square feet state of the art facility with 200 employees.

An alternative of wax and conventional boxes for packaging, Bio-Pappel clients are leading companies in each of their sectors that demand high standards of quality and services.

Roberto is originally from Mexico City, graduate of the Monterrey Institute of Technology and Higher Education (Tec de Monterrey). His vast experience and right attitude not only serves Bio-Pappel but adds to PIMSA and regional manufactures, guidance to solving packing demand.

Bio-Pappel produces tons of corrugated carton without cutting down one single tree, indeed a corporation friendly to our environment.

“We need to maintain focus on our manufacturing to obtain quality for our clients!”
- Roberto Arroyo

Bio-Pappel has available capacity for companies in need of a source of cardboard packaging, if interested contact erick@pimsa.com.mx